
Whilst Game and Watch was all the rage in 1983, somehow Nintendo never released 
an LCD handheld racing game.  None.  None at all.  It seems incredible that Nin-
tendo left the genre alone...but other companies came forward to fill the gap.  Sadly 
their LCD games were a little uninspiring and appeared very similar.  One game 
worth a mention was  licensed from Vectorbeam—Speedfreak by Mattel.  Sadly it 
bore no resemblance to the arcade game (as you would expect).  Most games—and 
there were a lot of these handheld toys—played much like the pictured motor cross.  
Not all Companies turned their back on this promising genre.  Not TOMY. 
 
In 1983 Grandstand licensed a game from TOMY for UK release—called BMX Flyer.  BMX was the ’bike of 
the moment’ and so a game was inevitable.  But unlike previous electronic/mechanical efforts It was colour 
(ney, lasercolour) and this time it was LCD.  It looked and played great—arguably better than big N’s work, 
especially if you were a petrol head.  Well, pedal head.  It was actually released in America exactly the same 
but as a motorcross game. 
 

 
 

 

 
 
In 1983 TOMY did it again, with their fanciest racing game yet, Turnin’ 
Turbo Dashboard.  Not a handheld, a desktop machine.  What you see 
is not a tv screen as appears to be the case at first glance, but it’s an-
other electronic/mechanical effort which uses a flashy package to im-
press.  But like previous TOMY racers it played well and if you were not 
lucky enough to have a home computer by this time, you probably 
played on one of these.  An interesting addition to TOMY’s 1983 cata-
logue was a series of handheld 3D games...they were held up to the 
eyes and viewed through twin screens giving a somewhat 3D appear-
ance.  It wasn’t the same as a steering wheel and gear stick though. 
 
 
Other LCD games like Motorcross were available but uninspiring.  Most were mostly all show and no 
‘game’.  In later years some terrible terrible games came.  See below! 


